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SENIOR SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPER
INCL. TITAN COUNTRY 
LEAD ROLE

Start your new career in “the” Big Data Start-up 
for Procurement, Sales and M&A.

We will bring you to the top!

CHALLENGING TASKS AS A PART OF THE GROWING IT TEAM ACROSS TWO COUNTRIES!

This is why you like working for for us!

Your Titan Benefits

Compensation
3’000 EUR Salary (labor contract)
500 EUR guaranteed salary increase 
after next funding round (planned for 2023)

You as shareholder
Approx. 1% of the parent company 
in Switzerland within 30 months vesting

Further benefits for you
25 days’ vacation / 40h working week
Flexibility to work partly from home
Strong collaboration with “Valuator.rs”
Great Team across entities and partners
Eventual promotion into a leading role 
Hire “your team” with us, step-by-step
Additional income streams possible

High expectations Always learning Access to end clients

Challenging	environment,	with	a	lot	of	
work	ahead.	However,	 the	core	solution	
is	already	developed.
Enhancements	and	continuous	
improvement	are	 in	scope!

We	provide	you	with	an	opportunity	to	
learn	 from	the	best	about	leading	and	
innovative	business	cases,	and	IT	trends,	
such	as	A.I,	ML.	

You will not only develop (with your 
upcoming team) for us internally, but will 
also be involved in our projects with 
clients and customers. All the necessary 
support will always be there, right from 
the start.

Even though it was set up just 2 years ago, Titan already prides itself 
with a 36-month track record with companies such as the Swiss Stock 
Exchange, renowned banks, and big corporate brands.

Beside social skills, our ideal candidate should possess the urge for 
constant self-development, as well as following tech skills which our 
platform is currently based on:

BACKEND 
- Python
- Django with Django 

Rest Framework
- MariaDB / MySQL
- Elasticsearch
- Softwaretest with PyTest
- Basic Linux Experience
- Basic Docker Experience

Optional Skills: 
OIDC via Keycloak,RabbitMQ, 
Node.js with Express, 
GitlabCI, Jira

FRONTEND
- HTML5
- CSS/SCSS
- JavaScript
- Vue.js 3
- Vuex
- Ant design
- Axios
- REST/json
- OpenAPI

Optional Skills:
TypeScript, 
Webpack

Start date: Oct 1, 2022 
or by arrangement

Aug 1, 2022.


